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The second in a new series aimed at curing and preventing back trouble

To carry or to pull?…
that is the question
By Antoni Jakubowski

O

cial for balance and comfortable carrying, a
lightweight durable
construction,
waterproof, back
pad for comfort, a
stand, and a few
pockets to carry the
necessities.
Ask
your PGA professional
to help you choose.
There are many impressive bags on the market
for 2004 and it is good to
see the manufacturers utilising the technology available to them. Titleist have the
X-38 Techy, Sun Mountain have the
Avalanche SLX, Cobra have the impressive
DB1, and the TaylorMade TM Ultralite Carry at
2.3 pounds is the lightest full-featured bag on
the market.
However, the best option of all is a power
trolley. The leading products on the market are
Hill Billy and PowaKaddy. An electric trolley will
transport your clubs from tee to green with ease
and they are becoming ever-more popular, from
juniors to seniors.
A final point about carrying, though.
During the winter months especially,
you may want to reduce the number of clubs in your bag and
keep golf balls, jumpers and
complete rain gear to a minimum. Carry what you
need for the round, not
the month.
Happy Carrying.

ne of the most common golfrelated questions I get asked is
“Should I carry or should I pull?”
Depending upon the time of year,
some courses do not give you the
option. However, the answer is simple.
Carry...all year round. There are many benefits
to carrying a bag, and avoiding the continuous
bending forward and twisting body position you
have when pulling a trolley. Your walking posture is greatly improved if your clubs are evenly balanced due to the dual straps, and the exercise benefit is much greater – you actually
strengthen your legs and lower back.
Pulling a trolley is more harmful because it
requires you to walk the round in a bent-forward and twisted position. This is the position
that will and does cause back trouble, and can
also produce shoulder pain. Why increase the
odds of a bad back by pulling? That’s the long
and the short of it.
Similarly, knowing the weight of a full set of
clubs, balls and your bottle of water, why would
you want to carry all
that on one
shoulder? You
must be mad.
Always look for a
bag with double
straps.
There are a
number
of
carry bags on
the market. The
following
If you have and questions on the article or
points are
have any suggestions for future topics,
what to
please contact Dr Jakubowski at
Click Here to visit Gonstead Clinics Website
look for in
jakski@ukgateway.net,
a carry
visit www.gonstead.co.uk
bag: dual
or call (020) 7637 2920
straps – cru-
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